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“The Sculptor Built a Zoo”
Jasmin Anoschkin (b. 1980) is one of the most beloved sculptors in Finland today. Her deeply
humane works have captivated the hearts of many collectors. Last year Anoschkin was awarded
a postal art prize, and her works were published as a set of stamps. Now she shows her work
in New York and at art fairs all over the world.
Anoschkin is particularly known for her colorful sculptures of a wide variety of imaginative,
creative beings. Her fairy tale is the world of animals. Anoschkin is a brilliant expressionist
whose fresh, creative works offers a genuine sense of the artist. She does not create schlpture
to follow the “rules” of artwork but rather creates works that inspire her.
In addition to ceramics, Anoschkin works with wood carving and painting, as well as video
works. Particularly popular are her baby ceramic animals, titled whimsically.
Finlayson Art Area presents to date the most complete exhibition of Anoschkin’s sculptures.
“Some of the works are more than ten years old, and some are brand new. They are
enormous, as well as very petite,” describes Anoschkin.
The works are installed in various parts of the Finlayson Art Area. Strange creatures and cute
animals can be found in the most surprising locations. “It was difficult to install in Tampere, but
the staff who worked with me were a great help on the whole project!” Anoschkin praised.
Anoschkin currently works in a studio at the Arabia Art Department Association in Helsinki.
She has worked, among other studios, in the former studio of Rut Bryk, next to her large relief
sculpture. The Arabia workshops are at the heart of Finnish ceramic art.
Next for Anoschkin are ceramics with a surface of genuine gold, which are already successful in
the United States.
-Veikko Halmetoja

